Two different systems of the generalized coherent states for the de Sitter group are constructed. These systems have the physical sense of particles and antiparticles over de Sitter space and obeys the Klein-Gordon equation. Using these systems the de Sitter-invariant propagators for massive spin 0 and 1/2 fields over de Sitter space are constructed.
Introduction
Generalized coherent states (CS) for the arbitrary Lie group firstly introduced by A.M.Perelomov [1] are the powerful tool for the various physical problems. The system of CS composes by the overcomplete set of the vectors |x from the some Hilbert space H parametrized by the points of the some symmetric space G/H. The most important property of the system of CS is its invariance under the some representation of the group G acts on the space H. Various general properties of CS, its construction for the concrete spaces G/H and its applications were the subject of numerous publications (see [2, 3] ). One of these applications is the G-invariant describing of the particles in symmetric spaces of the form G/H ′ , where, in general, H ⊆ H ′ ; the most physically important symmetric spaces are the de Sitter space SO(4, 1)/SO(3, 1) (dS) and Anti-de Sitter space SO(3, 2)/SO (3, 1) . In Refs. [4, 5] CS for the spaces SO(3, 2)/SO(3)×SO (2) and SO(3, 2)/SO(2)×SO(2) are considered. These systems of CS correspond to the describing of the particle over Anti-de Sitter space in the terms of phase space; analogous examination for the two-dimensional case is carried out in [6] .
First of all, the present paper is devoted to the construction of CS for which G/H is the dS space and which correspond to the massive spin zero particles over dS space (so,
This identification is performed using the spinless "plane waves" on the dS space [7, 8] . The obtained results allow us to construct the dS-invariant propagators for the massive spin 0 and 1/2 fields on the dS space. In Ref. [7] using the spin zero "plane waves" the various properties of the scalar two-point functions over SO(d, 1)/SO(d − 1, 1) spaces were considered. Concerning the propagators over dS space see also [11, 12, 13] and references therein. In these papers the propagators were constructed as the explicitly invariant functions obeys the corresponding wave equations. At that its connection with the (anti)commutators of the corresponding secondly quantized fields is not clear. This shortcoming is absent under the approach employed in [7] and in the present paper.
The present paper is constructed as follows. In §2 the some necessary properties of the dS group are considered. Its realizations as the group of transformations of the some coordinate systems in dS space (so-called homogeneous coordinates and the Lemaitré coordinates), its 4-spinor representation and the representation as the group of the conformal transformations of R 3 space are examined. In §3 two equitable systems of CS are constructed; the first one corresponds to the particles and the second one to antiparticles. These systems of CS allows us to discover the four-parametric invariance of the "plane waves" for the massive spin 1/2 particles over dS space obtained in [8] which are the solutions of the dS-invariant Dirac equation. In §4 using these "plane waves" the invariant two-point functions for the spin 0 and 1/2 fields are constructed. The propagators of these fields are expressed using these two-point functions.
Thus, in the present paper the closed connection of the CS, solutions of the relativistic wave equations and the quantum field theory on curved space-time is shown.
Indices µ, ν, . . . run values 0 up to 3; indices i, k, . . . run values 1, 2, 3. The four-vector indices may be omitted; then the dot · denotes the scalar product using the Galilean metric tensor η µν = diag(+1, −1, −1, −1). The 3-vectors are picked out by the bold type.
De Sitter group and its representations
The dS group G = SO(4, 1) is the group of the linear transformations of the fictitious five-dimensional real space with the coordinates x 0 , . . . , x 3 , x 5 preserves the quadratic form (
where R is radius of the dS space. Hereafter we consider that x 5 > 0; then the coordinates x µ covers the half of the dS space. The action of an arbitrary element g ∈ G of the dS group on the dS space we denote as x → x g . The stationary subgroup of an arbitrary point of the dS space is H = SO(3, 1); then the dS space is the coset space G/H.
The generators of the dS group are P µ and J µν with the commutation relations
J µν are the generators of the subgroup H. Let us construct the operators
It is easy to show that [Π
One can take the operators Π + , Π − , P 0 and J ik as the new set of the generators of the dS group; they generated the subgroups denoted as T + , T − , T 0 and R = SO(3) respectively. By the virtue of (2) the groups T ± are abelian. Besides (2) the commutation relations are
[
Scalar representation. Its generators are the Killing vectors of the dS space:
where
Then by the virtue of (2) the generators (1) in the scalar representations are the derivatives along the some new coordinates:
Thus, in the dS space the two different Lemaitré coordinate systems may be introduced.
Combining (5), (6) and (1) gives the connection of y ± and x µ . New time coordinate independent from the y ± we denote as y 0 ± = τ ± ; then the transformations from the old coordinates to the new ones are
If consider e ±τ ± /R as the new coordinate changes from −∞ to ∞ then the Lemaitré coordinates covers the full dS space. The operator P 0 in the new coordinates takes the form
The finite transformations from the groups T ± and T 0 which we denote as Θ ± and Θ 0 , act in the scalar representation as follows:
We consider that the transformations act in the order from the right to the left.
Spinor representation. Its generators market by the (s) above are the matrices
We choose the standard representation of the σ-matrices. Then the manifest form of the generators is
The matrices of the finite transformations we denote as U(g). From (10) follows that in the spinor representations the more strict than (2) condition
is satisfied. Let us construct now the matrices of the finite transformations in the explicit form. For its obeying the same composition properties as the coordinate transformations it is necessary to take all the parameters of the transformations with the opposite sign with respect to the scalar representation. Using (1) one obtains
Conformal representation. The dS group is isomorphic to the group of the conformal transformations of the R 3 space; its vector we denote as w. There exist two different conformal realizations; the first one corresponds to the upper, and the second one to the lower sign in the followign formulas of these section and in the formulas of §3. Generators takes the form
They obeys the commutation relations (2),(3) and (4). The finite transformations are
Functional representation. Let us introduce two different representations of the dS group on the functions depending on w:
where σ ∈ C and
and the action of the dS group on the vector w is determined by (13) . We denote these representations as T ± σ . It is easily seen that the generators of these representations are
Let us introduce the scalar product in the space of the representation T ± σ as follows:
It is easy to show that it possess dS-invariance if
Coherent states
The lifting from the dS space to the dS group is the mapping G/H ∋ y ± → g y ± ∈ G such as for the arbitrary g 1 ∈ G the equality
determines a lifting. Indeed, the transformation g y ± giving by (16) transforms the origin of the coordinate system to the point with the coordinates y ± . Then the both the transformation g 1 g y ± and the transformation g y ′ ± transforms the origin to the point y ′ ± ; thus, the transformation (g 1 g y ± )
−1 g y ′ ± leaves the origin fixed and thus belongs to H. From here follows that (16) indeed determines the lifting and the dS group admits a decomposition
The vector |ψ 0 Lorentz-invariant under T ± σ is
one can show its Lorentz-invariance acting on it by the generators (14),(15) and expressing J 0i from Π + and Π − using (1). Now we can construct CS for the representation T ± σ :
where the Lemaitré coordinates depends from the x µ by the transformations (7). The explicit form of the CS as functions on w reads
From the construction of CS (18) its transformational property
follow. If k 0 > 0 and k · k = 1 then the functions ϕ (0)± k (x; σ 0 ) are the "plane waves" for particles (sign +) and antiparticles (sign −) of the mass µ introduces in [7] . Then if σ = σ 0 and w 2 < 1 then the systems (18) corresponds to the particles (sign +) and antiparticles (sign −); if w 2 > 1 then the inverse correspondence is correct. Let us point out that if k 0 > 0 that the functions ϕ (0)− k (x; σ 0 ) are the CS for the dS space constructed according to the CS for the space SO(n, 1)/SO(n) [2] . However, such a way doesn't permit the equivalent description of particles and antiparticles.
Let us construct the spinors
where λ = 1, 2 and spinors u ± (w; λ) obeys the condition
If k 0 > 0 then we consider that the spinors u ± (k; λ) are the basic Dirac spinors correspond to the motion along k µ :
Then the spinorsũ ± (w; λ) are the continuous functions of w. Using the explicit form of the basic Dirac spinors u (λ) (k) and v (λ) (k) (see, for instance, [9] ) one can show that if
The simplest way to proving this formula is to put w = 0 in the left hand side; then its validity for the general case follows from the commutativity of the group T ∓ . Let us construct the following spinor functions:
From here using the transformation property (19) follows that under the transformations from the group T ∓ × T 0 functions Φ (1/2)± w (x; λ) transforms, within the constant matrix transformation, just as the functions Φ (0)± w (x; σ 0 ):
It is easy to show that
The functions (22) coincides with the solutions of the dS-invariant Dirac equations obtained in [8] .
Propagators and two-point functions
Computing the Jacobian of the transformation from w to k w we obtain the expression for the scalar product of two CS in the representation T
Indeed, under the mapping w → k w the domain R 3 \S 2 w 2 =1 is being continuously mapped on the both poles of the hyperboloid k · k = 1. the mapping w → k w . Further, if w 2 = 1 and
x > 0 then the integrand in (23) has not the singularities. The second integral in (23) coincides with the two-point function on the dS space considered in Refs. [7, 10] . In general, integrals in (23) diverge because of the function |ψ 0 don't belongs to the class of the square integrable functions on R 3 . One can make these integrals meaningful by the passage to the complex dS space [10] or to the generalized functions [7] .
Let us define the spin 1/2 two-point functions as follows:
where the line above denotes the Dirac conjugation: ϕ = ϕ † γ 0 and α, β = 1, . . . , 4 are the 4-spinor indices. From (20) follows that if g ∈ T ∓ × T 0 then
Using (21) and 
Then from the equalities U(h) = U −1 (h), h ∈ H, (12), (26) and using the substitution k → Lk in the integrand of (27) follows that (25) is correct if g ∈ H too. Then the decomposition (17) gives that (25) is correct for the full dS group. For the elucidation of the physical meaning of the spin 1/2 two-point functions let us construct the secondly quantized Dirac field
where b(k) and d(k) are the fermionic creation-destruction operators:
Using the two-point functions in the form (27) one obtains that the propagator is equal to {ψ The problem of the convergence of these two-point functions requires an additional studies.
